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Getting bummed at the beach
Security rules change at Lantern Point

FEATURE

Academic
VP having
a freshman
experience
BY LILY NORTON

Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Alcatraz or Lantern Point? Together the security booth, security guards and gates complete with "No Trespassing, Private Property" signs create a menacing front to protect the grounds of Lantern Point (above left).
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Living at the beach senior year has been
a long-standing tradition for many Fairfield
students. The beach as a backyard and
the freedom of off-campus life combined
provide a nice change from three years of
on-campus living.
However, just because students live off
campus doesn't mean they don't have rules
to abide by.
This year it took some time for many
students living at the beach on Lantern Point
to adjust to the new set of regulations that
exist there.
Wackenhut Corporation, an international security service who patrol the
point at night, have recently changed
their rules, leaving many Lantern Point
residents confused.
"They could have clarified the system
better from the beginning," said Cerstin
Wolf '10, a Lantern Point resident referring
to the security on Lantern Point.
While many students complain that the
system has been confusing, Michael Mcln-

INSIDE:

tosh of Wackenhut Corporation says that
they are just there to protect the residents.
"We want you guys to have fun, but
we are also here for your safety," said
Mclntosh.
Joey Pramer '10, who lives at Lantern
Point, said that although the security is important to have, the rules with guest passes at
the beginning of the year were confusing.
"It did take long for them and us to
realize that we needed something new, but
I don't think what they are proposing now
will work," said Pramer.
At the beginning of the semester, guests
were given passes by Lantern Point residents to enter the point at night while the
security was on patrol.
Each house was given 15 guest passes
at the beginning of the school year to give
out to friends in order to gain admittance
to the point at night. Guest passes were
collected by security upon entrance to the
point and returned to the residents the following day.
On any given night, each house was
only allowed a certain number of guests and

the security knew what houses had guests
and how many were there each night.
But the rules for guest passes have
recently changed.
Now residents can bring in as many
guests as they want on any given night, as
long as they meet their guests at the gate.
"We used to have to check the house
you were going to and it used to be a better
system.," Mclntosh said.
Mclntosh explains that this new rule
means security has no count of how many
guests enter the point on any night and also
have no tracking on which houses guests
are going to.
"If you are a resident, it is your responsibility for whatever guests you bring in and
you are allowed to bring in whoever you
want," said Nick Carlucci '10, a Lantern
Point resident. "If you get in trouble it's
your responsibility, the guards just don't
want anything to do with it anymore. So
residents can now bring whoever they want
in and it's their responsibility to give guests
SEE "SYSTEM" ON P.
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This is not a joke.
Twelve Fairfield Jesuits vying it
out in a housing lottery.
That's what Fairfield University's
.new Academic Vice President Paul
Fitzgerald told me when we met last
week. He's been at Fairfield since
June, but this was the first time I'd
seen him.
The reverend from California,
specifically Santa Clara University,
has one of the nicest offices I've ever
seen on this campus. And yet, still has
to endure the same thing all Fairfield
students hate: a housing lottery.
For the new Jes Res that is, which
is the new building behind Bellarmine Hall which you can kind of see
when walking up that treacherous
Bellarmine Hill. I know it as the area
where there were a lot of guys hanging
around in hard hats last semester.
So back to the Jesuits. They
actually had a housing lottery. And
you would think they'd give the new
guy a break.
"I lost," he said, with a remorseful
look to the ground. Then we just both
started cracking up.
So he's going to be living on the
first floor, in the
middle of the
building. He,
like the other
resident Jesuits (try to say
that three times
fast), really
wanted a corner
room. But the
new guy isn't so
FrrzPATRicK
concerned about
that. He's got a lot of other things to
think about.
"I'm kind of living the freshman
experience," he said.
And the more I talked to him, the
more that statement rings true.
He's literally starting fresh —
making new friends (he told me him
and University President Father JefSEE "NEW

V.P."

ON P.
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... where we run around the beach in Speedos.

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KATIE SILLO

South Korean Officials Tour
Bridgeport
Last Friday, nine South Korean officials from Busan toured Bridgeport, one
of the cities visited during the eight-day
stay. They previously stopped in Norwalk,
CT, and will be on their way to Washington
D.C., and Boston. The council members
were curious as to how Bridgeport manages its recreation facilities for help with
their own programs. A representative of
the Korea Local Authority Foundation
for International Relations said Park City
was chosen for its similarities to Busan's
harbor, where a new beach park is being
developed.
Source: Connecticut Post

LOCAL
Body of Missing Yale Grad Found
Twenty-four-year-old Yale University graduate student Annie Le, a brideto-be, went missing last Tuesday, five
days before her wedding. Although not
officially identified, authorities found
her assumed body
on Sunday, stuffed
inside a wall of the
Amistad building,
a Yale University
laboratory.
According
to the New York
Times, the search
began with "speculation of a runaway
bride but quickly
gave way to near certainty that a crime
had been committed."
Surveillance videos had captured Le,
originally from California, entering the
building but never leaving.
Suspects have yet to be identified.

Mikaela Tierney/The Mirror

Photo of the Week: On Friday, Sept. 11, Fairfield's women's varsity field hockey team competed
against Sacred Heart University. Although Fairfield was tied with Sacred Heart with two minutes left in
the game, they scored a goal to pull out a win. Pictured here to the left is Fairfield junior Michelle
Onofrio as she competes hard against two Sacred Heart players. The team lost to Hofstra University in
the following game on Saturday.

Better know a Stag:
Joe Zagami '10
BY COURTNEY KERN

Working 20 hours a week, Joe does not have much time to himself. However, this Stag finds time to
devote to his passions. As a senior, Joe is looking ahead to his future with an open mind. Since the
Writing Center just opened Monday, we decided to talk with Joe, one of the tutors.
How long have you been a Writing Center tutor?
I have worked at the Writing Center since second semester sophomore year, so almost a full two
years. The Writing Center just opened this Monday.

Source: NY Times

So you work at the Levee, what does your job there entail?
As project manager I oversee getting programs up to the Levee. These programs are things like theme
nights, events, musicians, poets. I oversee that and the general running of the place.

NinoNii.
Rep. Wilson Refuses to Apologize
for Outburst
"You lie!"
Those were the words Rep. Joe Wilson shouted during President Obama's
nationally televised address on health care
last Wednesday.
The House of Representatives will
vote this week to formally rebuke Wilson
for his outburst. Wilson refused to apologize on the House floor Sunday and said
on Fox News that he would not give an
apology speech, arguing that apologizing to Obama last Wednesday night was
sufficient.
Source: USA Today

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Grade: Senior
Hometown: Brooklyn, NY
Major: Creative Writing

What are you looking to do after graduation?
Well I'd love to write comics and/or movies, but with the way things are out there now, I'll take
whatever I can get. I might pursue a career in publishing as well.
What drew you to Fairfield?
A teacher I had in high school was a recent graduate of Fairfield. She helped me realize that I wanted
to be a writer and that writing was what I really enjoyed doing. Also, coming from a Jesuit high
school (Xavier High School), I was interested in a Jesuit university.

What are your interests outside of school?
I enjoy going to the gym and working out. I do that a lot. I'm really into mixed martial arts, UFC type of stuff. I like all music and movies
as well.
What was the most exciting event at the Levee you have been involved in so far?
The thing that put Levee's prospective potential for great events was last year when the band Z02 played. It proved that with hard work
and a little bit of patience we can make it [the Levee] a great place to be.
If you could eat with any four people atAngelo's Pizza in the Levee who would they be and why?
rwtnrld-jnsteal-with-rhe-guys-rhati-live with because they're the best. Along with my housemates, I would eat with Rob Van Dahi.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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CT statewide budget may affect your financial aid
BY TIMOTHY CRAWFORD

If state legislators do not come up with a plan to close the
state's budget deficit going forward, either by decreasing
spending or increasing taxes, the state's bond rating will
get downgraded, according to Lane. This will ultimately

have a greater impact on the University as a whole than
it normally would under good economic times.
It is easy for Fairfield University students to dismiss
While the overall impact of the current state budget
statewide news as pertinent information when on campus,
situation in Connecticut is relatively limited at Fairfield, it
especially since the University is a private institution.
does have a much larger impact on the University
However, that isn't always the case.
of Connecticut and other state colleges. Since the
Now that Gov. Jodi Rell is allowing the state
state of Connecticut directly funds the operating and
budget to take effect without issuing line-item vetoes,
capital budget for state colleges, these institutions
the overall state budget situation is something that
have seen cut-backs in funding and have laid-off
should be of concern to not only Fairfield students,
employees due to this summer's budget impasse.
but also to the University as a whole.
According to Lane, the University's employee
Given this past summer's state budget impasse
cut-backs were not the result of this summer's
and the current budget deficit, University students
state budget, rather the result of the University's
who receive financial aid through the Connecticut
endowment and management of the institution. In
Capitol Scholarship Program or the Connecticut Inthe end, the current state budget situation is yet
dependent College Student Grant Program may see a
another headache for students at Fairfield who
decrease in financial aid awarded for this upcoming
require financial aid from the state.
academic year.
A significant cut in student financial aid proThe majority of financial aid awarded to
grams from the federal level is not expected, accordstudents at Fairfield comes from the federal
ing to Lane. Chario agreed, "Fairfield University has
level, according to Philip Lane, the chair of the
increased its financial aid budget by over 11 percent
Economics department. According to Director
for the 2009-10 academic year to help accommodate
of Financial Aid Erin Chiaro, approximately 10
the additional students applying for financial aid
Contributed photo
percent of the University's student population While Connecticut works on its budget, the University analyzes
with demonstrated needs. Fairfield's commitment
receives financial aid from the state through how it will affect Fairfield and its students.
to financial aid will remain strong and the Office
either the Connecticut Capitol Scholarship
of Financial Aid will be assisting our student body
Program or the Connecticut Independent College lead to an increase in the state's cost of borrowing, and through the academic year."
Student Grant Program. These programs are directed will affect the University's budgeting for future capital
FUS A President Jeff Seiser' 10 said in regards to finantowards Connecticut residents.
projects, such as new construction for academic buildings cial aid on the federal level, 'This year I have received the
Last year, Fairfield students who received financial aid and residence halls.
same amount of financial aid from the federal government
through the Connecticut Capitol Scholarship Program were
"In the past, most of the capital projects that were that I received last year."
awarded on average approximately $2,400, while those completed on campus, such as construction on the DiMenWhen discussing the future of financial aid awarded
students who received financial aid through the Connecticut na-Nyselius Library, the Barone Campus Center, and the from both the state government and the federal government,
Independent College Student Grant Program were awarded Thomas J. Walsh Jr. Athletic Center, were funded through Seiser said, "It is very important that the amount of financial
on average approximately $4,600. Due to the state budget, the municipal bonds facility of the state," said Lane.
aid awarded to Fairfield University students stays the same,
Lane noted that it would not be surprising if these figures
"In the future, if Fairfield University engages in other given that Fairfield is a tuition-driven institution."
were higher than the amounts awarded to students through capital expenditure projects, it will likely cost the UniverHe added, "If the amount of financial aid provided
the state programs for this academic year.
sity more due to the higher interest rate resulting from the by the state government and/or the federal government
University administrative officials, in addition to stu- state's downgraded bond rating," he continued.
to Fairfield students was ever decreased, then Fairfield
dents, must also take the current state budget situation seriGiven the current national economic situation, an would need to decide whether to allocate more funds to
ously, especially when it comes to planning for the future. increase in the University's cost of borrowing might financial aid."

Is Fairfield ready for the H1N1 virus?

Fairfield community
prepares for a possible return

HOME! E-mail me that you cannot come to
class. That's a much better decision than infecting all of us," wrote her professor.
Purell. Kleenex. Sneezing. CoughIn other cases students and parents have
ing. Swine flu? With the constant media
taken it upon themselves to prepare for the
coverage and attention given to the H1N1
possible outbreak of an epidemic. "I have two
flu virus, colleges across the nation are
Purell wall dispensers in my room," stated
scrambling to prevent the spread of comErica Cianchette '11. "My mom thinks I'm
munal germs.
going to die of the swine flu." When asked
As of Sept. 10, the Cornell Daily
if she used them she replied, "Probably not
Sun reported an approximate 450 probenough."
able cases of the H1N1 influenza. The
Precautions are not only being taken in
Yale Daily News reported 55 cases. But
regards to students. Quinnipiac University sent
Fairfield University has been lucky.
an e-mail to professors urging them to "report
The University sent out an e-mail on
any colleagues you find absent." Fairfield has
Monday informing students that no known
issued a statement asking employees, "If you
cases have been reported to the health cenbegin exhibiting symptoms of the flu, we ask
ter. A statement posted on StagWeb lists
that you contact your health care provider."
washing your hands, covering a sneeze
Others are concerned that the University
with the crook of your elbow, avoidance of
is not doing enough. Student athlete Kaitlyn
touching eyes, nose or mouth, and staying
Devlin '12 is nervous about the close quarters
away from people who are sick as good
of the athletic center. "I don't think there is
precautionary measures.
enough being done preventively, especially
During a time where colleges and
with people walking barefoot in and out of the
universities have taken such progressive
training room. There are germs everywhere."
measures as to quarantine infected students in isolated dorms, Vice President
Contributed Photo She went on to suggest the maintenance crew
take special measure in cleaning the exercise
for Administrative Services and Student As the H1N1 virus continues to rampage many universities across the country,
equipment.
Affairs Mark Reed said in a letter to the Fairfield is not concerned about the possibility of another outbreak on campus.
Michael Valocin ' 11 and his housemates
University, "A positive point to note about The University says it is ready to face the H1N1 virus if it returns, but encourages
have taken extra measures to prevent the
the H1N1 flu virus is that, at least to date, students to be more proactive in keeping themselves healthy.
spreading of germs during parties at their
the virus has been no more severe than a
townhouse. "For Beirut games, I made it a rule that every player has his own cup. Instead
regular seasonal flu."
"I'd rather have the people who are sick put in a dorm somewhere. I don't want to get of drinking out of the cups on the table, you pour that beer into your personal cup that
sick," stated Kathleen Spignesi '11. Spignesi, who was sick herself last week, went on way we're not reusing the cups."
to say, "I isolated myself the best I could and all I had was a cold. I'd rather they [H1N1
infected students] all get rid of the swine flu together in one place."
More information regarding the H1N1 flu virus can be found under
Some Fairfield professors have taken it upon themselves to adapt an H1N1 policy.
the
Students 411 tab on Stagweb, www.flu.gov, or www.cdc.gov/
Such a policy was found by Anne Nieuwenhuis '11 in a class syllabus. "I do not know
hlnlflu.
To date there is no specific H1N1 virus vaccination.
what the 'official' University policy for the flu epidemic will be at this writing. However
I would suggest common sense should prevail for all of ,us. If, you are Jeehpg.s;ckvSTA,X,,
i,l. Mi

BY ALEX HEIN
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Campus Crime Beat:
Mailbox stealing, public urination, and drug busts
BY DAN LEITAO

a residence hall for a club.

Wednesday, Sept. 9
12:26 a.m. At the Barlow Gate two students were
found to have fake IDs on them. The IDs were confiscated and one of the students was also cited for public
urination.
12:55 a.m. Three male students were found
walking with mail boxes. When approached
by Public Safety officers, two stopped
and one ran with mailbox in tote. All
three were issued citations for larceny
and criminal mischief.
6:24 a.m. A Public Safety officer
on rounds found a minor electrical fire
in Bannow from a wall heating unit.
The Fairfield Fire Department was
notified, and no damage occurred.
4:20 p.m. A student reported placing a backpack, with a laptop inside,
briefly under a table in Jazzmans. When
she returned, the bag was gone.

Friday, Sept. 11
12:00 a.m. A student received a Disorderly Conduct
and was referred to Judicial.
10:42 a.m. A narcotics arrest occurred in a residence
hall for possession and paraphernalia. They were referred
to Judicial.
7:52 p.m. Narcotics was found
by an RA in a residence hall.
The incident is currently under
investigation.

Thursday, Sept. 10
1:40 a.m. A narcotics arrest was made for
possession and paraphernalia. The student was
referred to Judicial.
1:14 p.m. A Criminal Trespass Warning was issued to non-students for solicitation by hanging flyers in

Monday, September 14
12:21 a.m. Expletives were written on
the sidewalk outside Loyola Hall.
11:45 a.m. Two students were arrested for drug
possession and paraphernalia in the Village. Both were
referred to Judicial.

Sunday, September 13
2:49 a.m. A cab driver
informed Public Safety that students shorted him on a cab fare.
Fairfield Police is investigating
the matter.
2:04 p.m. A non-student reported both mirrors were knocked off
his car. Investigation is ongoing.
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Pilgrims' bring message of peace to campus
BY MlKAELA TlERNEY
The thought of walking 1000 miles on foot and trekking
through all types of weather across state lines would intimidate
most people. It takes a serious, dedicated set of individuals to
undertake such a challenge — a set of individuals exactly like
the members of Pilgrimage for Peace.
The group embarked on their thousand-mile walk on
Sept. 6 from New London, Conn. With a core group of six
walkers, the organization is small yet powerful. Over the
course of their 50-day journey, the walkers will cover each
of the six New England states. Last Wednesday, on the sixth
day of their journey, the peace walkers stopped at Fairfield
University for an afternoon of food and an exchange of ideas
for peace. Students from the Just-Us Residential College and
the Peace & Justice Studies Program, along with a handful of
faculty members, met with the peace walkers in small groups
to discuss their journey and group history.
"It started with walking just around Connecticut," said
veteran walker Glennys Ulschak. "We would have conversations with ordinary people to see what they were saying about
peace and justice, and what their hopes for the future were.
They inspire us, and we inspire them."
From there, she noted, the program flourished into an even
greater undertaking. Walking and eating with other people,
the group believes, encourages an open exchange of ideas. As
a result, they incorporate a number of stops into their walk,
including meals and interactions at schools, places of worship,
and even private homes, in order to hear a wealth of opinions
and ideas along their journey. This is the fourth year of the
Pilgrimage for Peace, and their longest walk to date.
Anyone can join the walk, either for a few minutes, a
few miles, or the entire journey - everyone is welcomed,
following the idea that the more people the group meets,
the more the message of peace is spread. Inspired by the
idea that 'Nobody can do everything, but everyone can
do something,' the group does not endeavor to solve all

of the problems of the world
Fairfield, was also at the meeting.
in their walks. The goal of
"This was a fantastic opportunity for us
the journey is to bring awareat Fairfield to witness the incredible passion
ness to the problems plaguing
of a group of adults who are walking for
the world, with each stride
peace and justice," he said. "Through the
intended to symbolize the
simple act of walking, engaging with those
small steps that are necessary
they meet along the way, and sharing perto bring about peace.
sonal stories with one another, these humble
Each walker has their own
women and men generated transformative
motivations for participating
moments for many of us and deepened our
in Pilgrimage for Peace. While
own commitment to work for peace."
some walkers do it for the
The students were just as inspired by
children suffering in the far
their stories as the faculty. Julie Whittaker
corners of the world, others do
'12, a sophomore involved in the Just-Us
it in hopes of bringing about
Residential College, was appreciative of
the end of violence in their
the chance to meet the walkers.
homes, like one walker from
"I really enjoyed the opportunity to
Nicaragua, and others do it to
hear their stories. They're such a diverse
benefit both present and future
group of people from such different backgenerations of citizens.
grounds, yet they are all interested in the
Janet Minella-Didier, the
same cause," she said.
Mikaela Tierney/The Mirror
driver trailing the walkers with
"It was great to see them joining
Pilgrimage for Peace member Janet
all of their gear, has her own
together in something so huge and
Minella-Didier looks on as organization
important reasons for taking founder Eric Swanfeldt describes this
important."
part in the walk. After years of year's fifty-day, one thousand mile walk.
As a result of the meeting, plans are
underway to have Fairfield become a part
writing letters, making calls and
other attempts at change, Minella-Didier wanted to try a new of Pilgrimage for Peace. Julia Grimm '12, another resident in
effort for peace.
Just-Us, explains, "I was so inspired by seeing them this year
"This was different, engaging people in real conversa- that I talked to the organizer about possibly getting Fairfield
tion and finding commonalities with them." Since joining the students to walk a portion in the Fairfield area next year, maybe
group, she has recognized the importance of her involvement between Bridgeport and Trumbull."
even more than in the past.
The visit from the Pilgrimage for Peace walkers may have
"I look at my grandchildren ... and [can't imagine] the only been a small detour for the group members, but it was a
thought of seeing them in war," Minella-Didier said. "I didn't great opportunity for the Fairfield University community. The
want them to come to me years from now and say 'What were afternoon of dialogue between the two groups provided ideas
you doing? Why didn't you stop this?'"
of peace that will hopefully live on to inspire more change
Joseph DeFeo, the director of Living and Learning at over the course of the new academic year.

Feed your future
See how more than 29,000 people are
working together to help inspire change
Begin at www.pwc.tv

$ 2009 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers UP {a Delaware limited liability partnership} or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network
or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent leqal entity. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Eaual Opportunity Employer.
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New VP deals with adjusting,
to Fairfield like a student
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

frey von Arx hang out) and even getting used
to the difference in weather. I had assumed that
the amount of snow may surprise him, but he
says he's not one of those people who has never
seen snow, and he has a lot of experience with
getting to know new people, new places.
While the reverend spent most of his adolescent years near Hollywood Hills, he's lived
in Munich, Paris, Nairobi and China, even
spending a few years near Harvard square in
Boston, but he's also lived "in a garbage dump"
in Mexico for six weeks.
So I speculated that he must be a social
butterfly, because otherwise, he'd probably feel
lonely in foreign countries.
"It's easy to meet people," he said. A love of
people, in fact, is what really seems to interest
him, and the reason he got into administrative
work. He likes working "in the background,"
although he's also been a professor and high
school teacher. While his goals as Academic
V.P. mainly consist of continuing efforts on the
strategic plan, his personal goal is to encourage
a thing called "inclusive excellence."
Don't feel bad — I didn't know what that
meant either.
He explains his motto — "The more inclusion we have, the more excellent we are." In
other words, he's hoping to make an impact in
encouraging and embracing diversity.
"Yes, we have all these differences, but

For a Question and Answer with
Father Fitzpatrick, check out The
Mirror's archives on
www.fairfieldmirror.com

we're all people. It's just us."
It's obvious why von Arx chose him to be
in charge of the Division of Academic Affairs.
He has a great world view, and being from a
sister university, has dealt with the same issues
Fairfield deals with, whether it be creating more
living and learning communities (something he
learned firsthand as the faculty-in-residence for
the Loyola Residential Learning community at
Santa Clara) or helping to improve Fairfield's
graduate programs.
Right now, he said he's living out of boxes
in Ignatius Hall, since the move to the JesRes
will be in November. But that doesn't seem to
bother him as much as the fact that only him
and Reverend Richard Ryscavage are the only
people living on the floor.
"It's Hke living in a haunted house," he
said.
The move to Fairfield doesn't seem to be
too stressful for him — he's really happy about
being only an hour away from New York City.
At times when he wants to decompress, he takes
what he likes to call "urban hikes." He goes into
the city, and will walk for miles, just enjoying
the city lights and sounds.
"I'll start at Grand Central, then go down
the Battery Park, and walk back up again."
"Wow," I said. He must have really comfortable shoes.
So if you see the new VP out and about on
Fairfield's campus (because you probably will
since he apparently enjoys a stroll), say hello.
I'm sure he'd love to tell you about his own
freshmen year excitations and woes.
But I wouldn't worry about him. He'll be
moving into his non-corner, first floor room in
the Jes Res soon enough.

New signs are now
posted at the Fairfield
beach's Lantern Point
warning of trespassers. Beach security
have now made it mandatory for students to
carry guest passes in
order to get onto the
Point.

New beach system needs
work, students confused
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

their passes individually."
Mclntosh explains that the role of the Lantern Point security is two-fold.
It is to keep control of noise and parties, but also to look out for the safety
of all the residents who live there.
Although some residents are happy with the new rules and the ability to
bring in unlimited numbers of guests at night, others feel that there should
still be some limitation.
"They need to have some sort of regulation on who and how many
people they let into the point and they definitely do need to revise what they
are doing now," said Pramer of the new system.
Senior George Hawxhurst agreed that the new security regulations and
its starting process was a bit difficult to understand and get used to at first.
"Originally, things were a little shaky with the guest pass situation, but
it's gotten better," he said.

c out www.fairneldmiiror.com
deo regarding the new security
llations plus more student reactions
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Securing students
The tragic death of Yale medical student Annie Le
brought the issue of safety on college campuses right
back into the forefront.
Recent murders at Wesleyan in Middletown,
Conn, and a string of sexual assaults at Hofstra have
also raised awareness of the issue.
Le, 24, disappeared on Sept. 8, five days before she
was going to marry her college sweetheart. On Sept. 14
her body was discovered inside a wall in a Yale medical school building and her death was ruled a homicide.
While Fairfield University has earned honors for
its campus safety, the death of Le and other recent
tragedies on college campuses bring to light the fact
that students themselves must remain vigilante about
their own safety.
Le herself wrote an article in the Yale medical
school about the safety of students on the New Haven
campus. She said that students must "avoid portraying themselves as a potential victim."
One area of concern each year for Fairfield University administration, students and the town police
force alike is the safety of students who travel to the
beach in flocks on weekends, and those who live
there. It is not a secret that each weekend Fairfield
students flood the Reef and Fairfield Beach Rd.,
leaving open the possibility for those without those
students best intentions in mind to go there as well.
As beach residents leave back doors unlocked
and stumble down to the Seagrape, burglaries are
common. Sexual assaults are also another common
problem. While luckily no Fairfield student has
been involved in a local murder, the possibility is
always there.
Campus, and off-campus, security must start with
the students. Taking precautions and being aware are
two forms of advise usually doled out by police and
campus security around the country.
While Fairfield's security is as advanced as ever,
with patrols and cameras, it is impossible to secure
the safety of every students, especially when those
students are often trying to avoid those employed
with the purpose of protecting them.
Le's murder is tragic and potentially unavoidable,
and no blame should be placed on her. But her death
reminds all students that they must watch out for
themselves, because despite being in a bubble, crime
and tragedy can still enter.
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In reference to Kanye West interrupting Taylor Swift's VMA acceptance speech. Here, Kanye interrupts Diane Wilson, who recently spoke on campus at convocation. Have an opinion? Send it to mirrror.comment@gmail.com.

Disgruntled juniors in Claver
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN

Welcome to your junior year at Fairfield University. Finally, you can move into a (town)"house"
to call your own — unless of course you were in the
bottom of the lottery and are now in Claver, dealing
with your raging sophomore neighbors who believe
they in fact live in Webster Hall.
Even now as I write this, it is 4:21 p.m. on a Sunday and the bass coming from their room is pounding
through my cement walls, reminding me, of course, to
stay on task. Or at least try to. As upperclassmen, my
fellow suitemates and I feel as though this is slightly
unnecessary to deal with.
Not wanting to come off as nagging neighbors,
my roommate and I have done our best to let the music
and loud company go, night after night.
"I understand that they are younger and don't need
as much sleep but my classes are tougher this year, I
need my sleep," said Michelle Onofrio '11.
That being said, our qualms not only lie with our
neighbors being of a different year, but we also are
now facing a year full of Barone meals.
"It doesn't seem as though we are gaining
much independency this year after all," said Erica
Cianchette '11.
Other juniors agree. "I really love cooking. I
wanted to have our friends over and just eat a nice

dinner every once in a while," said Anne Nieuwenhuis
' 11, a Claver resident.
"It's junior year, I am sick of Barone," added
Kathleen Spignesi '11, also a Claver resident.
Julianne Bosse is one of the fortunate Fairfield
juniors to have a townhouse. "I feel more independent
in the house.
"I'm cooking for myself. It's more than a dorm
room; it's more realistic because I'm not eating at my
desk and watching TV on my bed," she said.
As if it isn't enough of a nuisance to be living with
our younger neighbors, we will in fact join them for
the dinner rush at the cafeteria, and walk side by side
with them during that awkward ten minutes where no
tables are free to sit at. "It just doesn't feel like being
an upperclassman," said Spignesi.
There is of course a little hope for those of us
who are fighting for parking spaces still in the Claver
parking lot. That hope stems from people like Devon
Porrino ' 11 who among others was not told about the
first come first serve parking stickers, and at first was
given a sticker for the Jogues parking lot, even though
she resides in Claver. Her situation has since been
changed.
For my suitemates and I, along with the rest of
the disgruntled juniors in Claver, we can at least look
forward to next year at the beach. That is, of course,
if we are released.

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
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Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
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Welcome home, juniors!
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Making Fairfield feel like home
Out with the old and in
with the new... transfers?
BY NICOLE VAZQUEZ

Freshmen guys chill in their dorm, their new home until May.

From one freshman to all others
BY MARNIE WHALEN

August 29,2009 was destined to be one of the
most hectic days of my life. Moving in as a freshman, overpacking or underpacking, my mother
crying about her "baby growing up," and certainly
not knowing where I was going, was just destined
to be a complete recipe for chaos. Yet, it was not.
Although the rain certainly did not help, the
day was filled with smiling faces and plenty of
shopping carts filled with junk. Upperclassmen and
parents alike aided my classmates and me into our
dorm rooms. Together we unpacked and unloaded
clothes, TVs and supersized boxes of Ramen
noodles. The day had definitely gone smoother than
planned, and led me to a new belief that college
was not going to be one bit like I, or any of my 900
classmates expected.
So the past two weeks have certainly been
interesting ones, filled with major life changes.
Roommate? Barone food? Nine-page long syllabuses? Certainly a change from my row home
in Philadelphia, home cooked meals, and small
all-girls high school. Yet my classmates and I have
certainly taken on these challenges like true Stags.
I've seen new best friends made from roommates,

and the creative culinary arts come to life in the
skillet corner of Barone. I am more secure knowing
that that my fellow classmates are all more excited
about their nine-page syllabuses than anything else
new to their lifestyle.
After our first two weeks here at Fairfield, it is
obvious that the freshmen class is already beginning to feel at home. Just yesterday I witnessed
three freshmen walking across the quad towards
Campion barefoot, as if the grass was their carpet.
Last week we all saw freshman Craig McHaffie,
painted head to toe in red body paint with a white
'13 on his chest screaming his lungs out at last
Friday's men's soccer game.
And every weekend night, someone has spotted a group of freshmen dressed up, walking to
the townhouses or catching a cab to the beach.
The Class of 2013 has definitely been successful
in assimilating to its new college life and growing
with its newfound freedom.
So what's next, freshmen? We've got two
weeks behind us, and eight months ahead. Eight
months to show each other and our upperclassmen
what we've got. So get out there and get noticed.
Be "that freshman," and let's live up what we've
been waiting for, for months.
Fairfield 2013, we are finally home.

As the school year
begins, so does the
hustle and bustle of
students swinging back
into school mode.
Veteran students
immediately gravitate
towards the friends they
met last year, as sophomores room with friends
in residence halls, juniors begin somewhat
independent living in
the townhouses, and
seniors live in the everso-coveted beach house
they longed for since
their freshman year.
But along with some
familiar faces come some new
ones, and I'm not talking about the
freshmen!
Many students enter the picture as a transfer, like myself, starting fresh at a new school, with a
new campus to conquer and friends
to be made. With a year of college
already under their belts, they know
the ropes of college living and how
to be independent, but on the inside
almost feel like a freshman again.
Move-in day was different
now this year, students running up
and down the hallways, screaming
and reuniting with their friends
from last year. As I hung the posters up on the wall, and looked out
the door, watching people hugging
each other left and right, I wondered, "should I have just stayed
where I was?" and "will I really be
able to make friends here?" But just
when I was about to doubt myself,
my roommate walked in, mentioning that she was a transfer too, and
that made all the difference.
Current transfer student, sophomore Abby Dunklee, agrees.

"I felt it was good to be put
with another transfer. We were
both in the same boat, and were
able to share a commonality. It
makes it easier to relate to the other
person," said Dunklee. "I finally
realized that I was starting completely new," referring to elaborate
reunions of friends in the hallways
on her first day.
Over 40 transfer students
hailed to Fairfield this semester, according to Residence Life. Another
fellow transfer student Courtney
Stupak '13 said that "there were
quite a bit of transfers [at orientation]."
But do not be quick to assume
that these transfers were all sophomores. Stupak went on to say that
there were even a couple of juniors
at the transfer orientation.
When it came time to ask if
they still felt like freshman, they
both shared similar views on the
topic. Knowing they already did
a year of college, and the idea of
being away from home and independent was not something that
was new to them.
"The only reason [I felt like a
freshman] was I didn't know where
anything was, or know a lot about
how the campus worked," said
Dunklee.
Stupak agreed, "The newness
of college was over, but I didn't
know where anything was, what
the professors were like, or what
people did on the weekends!"
It is clear to see that the college
experience is new for everyone, no
matter what your grade in school.
Everyone is making adjustments,
whether it is a new roommate,
new major, or a new school. It is
all about what you take from the
experience, and make something
good of it.

Yes, we're back.
But wait, we have to do work?
BY JESSICA GIORDANO

About a week before school started, rounding out about
three straight months of parental nagging and the same old
summer routine, I was more than ready to get back to good
old Fairfield University.
I could not have been happier moving my things into my
new room, seeing all my old friends, and making new ones.
Even going to Barone for dinner, the first night was nostalgic
and almost enjoyable. But after the hype of being back and
settling in wore off, reality hit and it was back to the worst
component of college: work.
Doing schoolwork was one of those distant memories
that has resurfaced like a bad, reoccurring dream. Over summer break, I think I had forgotten how stressful classes can
be, or even how to write a decent paper. Freshmen, although
you were told over and over again how hard college classes
can be, and no matter how well disciplined your high school
thought they made you, the shock of how difficult even your
average "Intro to ..." class was, is still probably traumatizing. Despite how much I would love to tell you that it will get
easier as the weeks go on, I wouldn't want to lie. I will tell
you that you will one day become immune to the exhaustion
that comes with pulling an all-nighter (a somewhat depressing silver lining).
As a sophomore. I was'cocky enough to think-that one

year of college work under my
belt would have made me a little
more prepared, but I couldn't have
been more wrong. I can easily
say that sophomore year is much
harder than I ever anticipated. I
still find myself doing homework
until about midnight every single
weeknight, no matter how little
I procrastinate, and it ceases to
amaze me how people actually manage to go out Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday nights
and still get everything done they
need to. And as much as I hate to ~
admit it, the library has become Sophomores getting back
my second home.
So as I sit writing this, I can't help but wonder why we
do it. Why do we return year after year when we know the
workload is only going to get harder? Besides the fact that our
parents would kill us if we dropped out, I realize it's about
the small things.
It's that feeling you get after your last class on Friday afternoon when you know you have at least two days of absolute
bliss coming up. How no matter how stressed out you are, or
how much work youhave,'friends are right down the hall to

Peter Caty/The Mirror
into the swing of things in the Barone Campus Center.
make it a little better. It's also about the big picture; the thought
of that crazy, out of this world internship you could be getting
junior year, or even the idea that you're working so long and
so hard to one day get the job of your dreams. With this in
mind, we'll stay out until two in the morning on a Wednesday
night, and do everything we can to get to our 8 a.m. on time.
So pack your bag and head on over to the library, because
even thought it seems cruel and unusual, all of the work will
eventually pay off.
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Ellen DeGeneres
to join American
Idol judge panel
BY RENEE BORGHESI

Kanye proves he's 'heartless'
Students agree that VMAs, Kanye were extreme
BY DEVON PORRINO

What started out as one of the most highly anticipated
MTV Video Music Awards in years on Sept. 12 in New York
City soon became Taylor Swift's worst nightmare.
The 19-year-old country singer accepted her VMA award
for "Best Female Video" with kind words to her audience.
"I sing country music so thank you so much for giving
me a chance to win a VMA award," Swift said.
Stunning in her floor length, off the shoulder, silver and
tan sequin gown, Taylor's smile beamed... at least until Kanye
West got up on stage with Taylor and awarded Beyonce the
"best video of all time."
"Yo, Taylor, I'm really happy for you, and I'm going let
you finish, but Beyonce had one the best videos of all time,"
said West.
The crowd not only cringed and filled the room with
"boos," but Beyonce looked just as mortified at what had
happened. It seemed that students from Fairfield were just
as shocked as everyone else as well.
"Kanye ... I don't know if he was drunk, but who would
ever do that?" said Brian Loftus '11.
Vinnie Mariani '11 agreed. "I think it was nuts," he said.
"It was definitely not the best venue to go and do something
like that. I think he tarnished his reputation pretty good."
Later, when Jimmy Fallon and Andy Sandberg introduced Beyonce as the winner for "Best Music Video of the
Year," she stepped on stage and took the microphone to reflect
back to her first VMA award.
"I remember being 17-years-old, up for my first MTV
music video award with Destiny's Child and it was one of
the most exciting moments of my life, so I'd like for Taylor
to come out and have her moment," said Beyonce.
Taylor Swift, still
dressed in her billowing red dress from her
| earlier performance,
took the stage and
said, "Maybe ... maybe we could try this
again?"
This was just one
incident at the 2009
MTV Video Music
Awards that rocked
the audience at home
and set the stage for
the rest of the show
tl that night.
Anne Niewenjp**
I huis '11 was just as
^-^^'^^^-T-TTTTH?
Contributed Photo shocked as the rest
Lady Gaga's weird outfit and per- of the world when she
formance wowed viewers
saw what Kanye had
said and done.
"It was inconsiderate towards Taylor Swift, that was her
first VMA!" said Niewenhuis.
Host Russell Brand, attired in a tight navy suit with a
white t-shirt underneath, took the stage after the "Kanye
incident" to remind people why they were there.

"What we celebrate tonight is love, mutual love for
everyone," Brand said. "Total love, in memory of Michael
Jackson."
Madonna took the stage Sunday evening and began the
show with a tribute to Michael Jackson. She spoke about
when she was six her mother died, and when Michael was
six, he became a star. "I never had a mother," Madonna said,
"But he never had a childhood." Madonna spoke of Michael
only wanting to be human, and as he was trying to live his
life "we were all too busy passing judgment."
After her long emotional speech, Madonna ended it with
the words, "Long live the King," and minutes later, Janet
Jackson busted through the stage dancing the dances to songs
such as "Thriller," "Bad," "Smooth Criminal," and "Scream,"
the songs once performed by her older brother.
Lady Gaga, who later that night won "Best New Artist"
was dressed in white bikini-like bottoms with a one sleeved
white shirt covered with lace and gold jewels. It was complimented by a white mask covering most of her face and
was adorned with feather "horns" sticking out the top. Gaga
performed two of her best known hits, "Poker Face" and
"Paparazzi" and ended up lying on the floor, playing piano
with one foot up on the keys. Or most shocking yet, fake
bleeding from her stomach.
Lady Gaga caused everyone Sunday night to shiver and
shake a bit in their seats. With her dark eye makeup, Gaga
started to bleed from her stomach near the end of her performance and continued to smear it on her face. She ended
her performance by grabbing a pole that extended from the
ceiling and lifted her up towards the sky, all the while hanging there lifelessly.
"Oh My God ..." said Michelle Onofrio' 11 when asked
what she thought about Lady Gaga's performance.
"I think she's creative, different and talented, but that
was a little extreme and a bit disturbing. It was artistically
brilliant though," said Onofrio.
"Lady Gaga, that kind of scared me a little," said
Mariani.
Loftus, however, seemed to disagree.
"I think it's really cool actually. It brings something
bizarre to the table. Everyone gets to be like, 'Hey, look at
the crazy girl on TV.,'" said Loftus.
Besides Lady Gaga, Pink performed her song "Sober"
while hanging high in the air by a man and trapeze cables.
As she flipped and jumped, the crowd roared like they did
when Beyonce had the crowd clapping and singing along to
her performance of "Sweet Dreams" and "Single Ladies."
Muse performed their song "Uprising" at the Walter Krieg
Theater and Green Day, who also performed at the Radio
City Music Hall, sang their song, "East Jesus Nowhere"
alongside fans.
Among other winners at the VMA's were Green Day for
"Best Rock Video," Britney Spears for "Best Pop Video,"
T.I for "Best Male Video," and Eminem for "Best Hip Hop
Video."
To end the night, the new movie about Michael Jackson
called "Michael Jackson: This Is It" was shown to the audience. This movie is compiled of never before seen footage
of Jackson and those who loved him. "This Is It" appears in
the theaters everywhere on Oct. ,2.,, . ,
/ ,,

She may like to joke, but this is for real. Comedian
and talk show host Ellen DeGeneres will be the new
judge for the upcoming ninth season of the hit reality
singing competition show, American Idol.
The daytime Emmy-winning talk show host will
be filling in the seat vacated last month by Paula Abdul.
Abdul announced her decision to leave Idol after eight
years following unsuccessful contract negotiations.
DeGeneres will join judges Simon Cowell, Randy
Jackson and Kara DioGuardi once the audition rounds
are over.
The 51 -year-old DeGeneres made the announcement during a taping of "The Ellen DeGeneres Show"
last Wednesday, eliciting a standing ovation from the
audience.
"Hopefully I'm the people's point of view, because
I'm just like you," DeGeneres told the audience.
"I sit at home and I watch it ... I'm looking at it
as a person who's going to buy the music, who's going
to relate to that person."
There have been some mixed feelings among fans
and the media since DeGeneres was declared the new
judge. Her predecessor Abdul wishes her the best of
luck, and show creator Simon Fuller, along with judges
Jackson and DioGuardi, are excited for her position in
the fourth seat, according to "E! News."
Erin Stahl '11, a fan of American Idol, still plans
on watching the show, hoping that DeGeneres will add
a fresh, new perspective to Idol.
"I'm all for having Ellen as the new American
Idol judge. It's hard to compare her to Paula since they
are such different people, but I think that Ellen has
the potential to add some comic relief to the show,"
Stahl said.
Stephanie Clapp' 10, a self-professed huge fan of
DeGeneres, agrees with Stahl. When she heard that
Abdul was leaving the show, she was skeptical about
continuing to watch it.
"I was so excited to hear that Paula's replacement
would be Ellen, because I think Ellen will bring a lot of
comic relief to the show in ways that Paula did, even
though it was unintentional!" Clapp said.

Contributed Photo

DeGeneres will take over Abdul's role
However, like many Idol fans, Clapp questions
DeGeneres's accuracy of a judge since she does not
have any formal music experience.
An Idol insider told E!, "It's going to be a little
strange having someone with zero music industry/
vocal expertise giving advice to contestants."
Fox is aware of its dangerous decision to replace
Abdul, a former '90s pop star with a non-singing, albeit sometimes dancing, comedian. But the funny and
likable DeGeneres has a huge following and brings
entertainment with her wherever she goes, so Fox isn't
too worried for Idol's next season.
DeGeneres is not new to hosting gigs; she has
hosted the Oscars, the Emmys, and was a guest judge
on "So You Think You Can Dance?" last season.
The ninth season of American Idol premieres Jan.
2010 on Fox. The auditions will feature appearances
by guest judges Victoria Beckham, Kristin Chenoweth,
Mary J. Blige, Katy Perry, Neil Patrick Harris, Joe
Jonas, Shania Twain and Avril Lavigne, according to
;.,■',,
;the show's official Web site.
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Margaret Cho to perform at Fairfield Theater Company
ion designer, actress, and writer, will be traveling to the
Fairfield Theater Company next Tuesday as part of her
current stand-up tour.
Cho is probably best known for her role on "The Cho
Show" a VH1 reality show about her life as a comic. She has
also appeared on Kathy Griffin's "My Life on the D-List."
Her most recent endeavor has been the premiere of her
new show on the Lifetime channel, "Drop Dead Diva."
Cho answered some questions for The Mirror via email
about becoming a successful comic and what it's like doing
stand-up on tour.

Contributed Photo

Cho is an all-around, one-woman show who will be
coming to Fairfield Theatre Company Sept. 22.
BY MELISSA MANN

She's a woman who does it all, and does it with a lot
of humor.
Margaret Cho, the multi-faceted comedienne, fash-

The Mirror: How did you get into comedy?
Margaret Cho: I started very young, at 16 officially, but
I was doing shows as early as 14.1 knew I wanted to do it
and it was clear to me that is what I would do.
TM: What inspires your comedy? Where do your
ideas come from?
MC: I'm inspired by everything all the time. I write
about everything and some things make it onto the stage.
TM: How hard was it to break into the comedy industry? What did you have to do to put your name out
there?
MC: I'm not really sure. I just kept going and people
took notice. I'm still doing the same thing and more people
are noticing so I guess that's what success is.
TM: You've done a lot of different things over the

years, from stand-up to movies to blogging. Do you have
a favorite media? If so, why?
MC: I love stand-up comedy. I could just do that. I also
love my new TV show "Drop Dead Diva." But stand-up
comedy is my life.
TM: Tell us about your new show, Drop Dead Diva.
What is it about, and what have you done in preparation
for your role?
MC: Its about a thin, shallow wannabe model who
dies and her soul is transferred into the body of a brilliant
but insecure attorney. I play the assistant to the lawyer. I
type fast so that's what I guess my preparation consisted
of — practicing typing.
TM: You're also on tour right now with John Roberts,
who many of us have seen in the hilarious "The Phone
Call" and "Jackie and Debra" on YouTube. What has
that been like working with him?
MC: He's so funny. He really makes me laugh and so
it's an incredible joy to just be around him.
TM: What is your favorite part about being a comedian? (If you can narrow it down to just one!)
MC: The nomadic gypsy life.
TM: What was the weirdest moment you've had while
on tour?
MC: It's happening now because I have to be completely silent during the day and all I'm doing is talking on
stage and that is super strange.

'Love Drunk' is
something to love
BY MlKAELA TlERNEY

Project Runway is back after having moved from Bravo to Lifetime.

Project Runway fierce as ever on Lifetime
BY COURTNEY KERN

Make it work! While "Project
Runway's" network has changed
from Bravo to Lifetime, the famous
tagline of mentor Tim Gunn has not,
along with the majority of the show.
"Project Runway" is a show that
starts the season off with sixteen
designers, three of which (by the
end of the show) will showcase their
designs at Mercedes Benz Fashion
Week in New York City. The prizes
for the show include a trip to France,
a fashion spread in Marie Claire
Magazine, and $100,000 to start their
own fashion line.
Despite the network change, the
judges are the same. The knowledgeable judges returning this season are
Nina Garcia, Marie Claire's fashion
director, supermodel Heidi Klum and
American designer Michael Kors.
The reason for the fashion spread
being in Marie Claire as opposed to
Elle as in past seasons is due to Nina
Garcia's dramatic exit from Elle to
Marie Claire. In addition to these
three veteran judges, each week a
guest judge will be joining the panel
to help critique the designs. So far
this season, the guest judges have
been a mix of celebrities and designers including Lindsay Lohan, Rachel
Bilson, Rebecca Romijin, as well
as designers Max Azria and Mark
Bou.wer. The best judges are still

Heidi Klum, whose brutal honesty is
much needed in panel, and Michael
Kors, whose experience in the world
of fashion is invaluable.
Lifetime Network decided to
change coasts this season as well. The
aspiring designers will be working in
a studio at the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandise in California.
Last season they worked at Parsons
in New York City. The designers this
season have the typical diverse mix
of personalities and tastes that are
always interesting to see play out on
the runway. So far there have been no
attempts at making a trademark line
like last season's winner, Christian
Siriano's choice word, "fierce." The
designer bringing the most drama so
far is Ra'mon who, when working
in a team in the surf wear challenge,
likened his pairing with a weaker
designer, Mitchell, as "having a gigantic bulls eye painted in the center
of my face."
Epperson also brings plenty of
the drama to the show as a father being away from his family. In the most
recent challenge, "What a Woman
Wants," where designers had to create
an outfit for their models to wear to an
industry event, Epperson was sewing
his dress as tears streamed down his
face. The emotional moment proved
that in fashion, you have to give
blood, sweat and tears.
Drama is always captured among

the designers, like in the process of
choosing teams for challenges.
Bringing it back to middle school
dodgeball, team leaders must select
from the rest of the designers those
that they would like to work with.
The most notable difference between
"Project Runway" on Lifetime and
Bravo is the new after show, "Models
of the Runway" that, appropriately
titled, stars the models of the runway
that walk for each designer. The models are filmed behind the scenes biting their nails during the elimination
process and in their shared apartment
discussing their dreams in the world
of fashion. However, as far as reality shows about models go, "Models
of the Runway" is pretty low on the
totem pole compared to the popular
"America's Next Top Model."
The network change has brought
us across the country to California
and spawned a new reality show to
satisfy Project Runway viewers.
Despite these attempts to reinvent the show, it is still essentially the
same. This is fine because the show
did not need to change and clearly
Lifetime is doing something right;
the premiere episode of season six
attracted 32 percent more viewers
than the premiere of season five on
Bravo.
The show airs on Lifetime at 10
p.m. EST every Thursday.

"Love Drunk" may be an unusual phrase, an unexpected combination of two very different concepts. Yet the new Boys Like Girls
album, released this past Wednesday, manages to flawlessly meld the
two ideas together into a brilliant new album.
In a style different from their self-titled debut album, Boys Like
Girls recorded "Love Drunk" in two parts. While half was written,
rehearsed, and recorded in Vancouver, the other half was worked
on and finished in New York City. After a summer spent touring the
country and growing closer as a group, this change of dynamics and
environment allowed them to explore themselves and become even
better at their craft.
Finally, after a three-year wait, their newest'album has arrived
with just as many, if not more, power pop chords, sing-along melodies,
and heartfelt lyrics as their first album. Their single, Love Drunk,
has been on radio waves and stuck in everyone's head for weeks
now, but their album is more than just a single catchy number. "Two
Is Better Than One," their duet with Taylor Swift, is a genuine love
song (and with Swift's current popularity, it's sure to become a hit
soon). Their other serenade, "Go," is the longest track; with a two
minute instrumental section, it is unlike any other song on the album
and definitely stands out, but is worth listening to. Their harder rock
song, "Shot Heard 'Round The World," sounds like a pessimistic
rant set to a beat, and is easily outshone by the other pop/rock tracks
on the album. Finally, in an apparent '80s tribute, Boys Like Girls
included "Real Thing;" though it may not be an intentional sound, it
definitely connotes flashback memories of '80s rock tunes. The other
tracks, all equally enjoyable rock/pop melodies, fit together with the
feeling of the album.
Their sound has grown, their lyrics have improved, and the
overall feel of the album is even better than the original. With a
more mature sound than their first album, "Love Drunk" is anything
but a sophomore slump for the
Boston band.
For all the devoted Boys
Like Girls fans (and the new
ones too), the months following the album's release should
be good ones — the band
plans to tour this fall with four
other bands, including Cobra
Starship.

TOP PICKS
1. Two is

BETTER THAN ONE (FT
TAYLOR SWIFT)

2.

SHE'S GOT A BOYFRIEND NOW

3.

HEART HEART HEARTBREAK
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Song: Part of Your World
Artist: Jodi Benson
Had to. Ariel is my girl and I've always
been a fan of "The Little Mermaid".
This song is pure Disney magic with the
music, lyrics and voice. Powerful, if you
can relate to the sense of longing and
wanting to follow your dreams.

Song: Be Back Soon
Artist: Justin Nozuka
Best track off of his album "Holly." This song
captures the gritty, folksy blues sound Nozuka is going for. His voice meshes perfectly
with the guitar. Plus, the feeling of this song
hits your core like no other.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Song: Miss You
Artist: The Rolling Stones

Song: Oblivion
Artist: 30 Seconds to Mars

I love the Stones; I personally think they're
better than the Beatles. It was hard to choose
a Stones song, but I went with Miss You
because I love the flavor of the saxophone
in this song. It jazzes it up and makes it even
more kick-ass.

Let it be known that I was a 30stm fan
before I was a Jared Leto fan. This is
the first 30stm song I encountered,'and
it was unlike anything I'd ever heard at
the time. I've been hooked since 2002,
and they just keep getting better.

Song: La Tortura
Artist: Shakira (feat. Alejandro Sanz)
I've always been a Shakira fan; I love her unique voice
and the way she moves. Although her English tracks
are good, the Spanish ones sound more beautiful. I
have no idea what she's singing about, but I love the
sexy, adulterous feel of this track. Shakira's on top of
her game here.

All album covers contributed

Fairfield University's Foil 2009

Counsel with employers about job am
internship opportunism

Thursday, September 24,2009
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
The Leslie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex
(adjacent to Alumni Hall)

C Suits recommended
L Bring lots of resumes and your StagCard
L Be sure to enter the raffle for these great prizes at

CareerConnections

the Career Fair! First Prize: $200 J.CREW Professional
Wear Gift Card, Second Prize: Metro-North Ten-Trip
Ticket Pass, Third Prize

:

oheks Gift Cord

For a list of companies, pkm$ refer to th<
Career Planning Center Web lite: www,faJrf!el4#du/ep6,
For more information, call the Career Planning Center at (203) 254-4081.
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Hip-hop legend misses the mark on 'Blueprint 3

Alicia Keys provides outstanding vocals, making New York seem like the most glamorous city in the world.
Well, here we are in 2009 and with so many changes in
The next several tracks feature the likes of Young Jeezy and Swizz
hip-hop we have to pose the question of whether Jay-Z is still
Beatz who don't live up to the performances of the other guests. This
TllSif
rniHjii
relevant. During an era in which tight jeans and Twitter have
is where Jay-Z loses his focus — he continues to rap about the same
HIPHOP
replaced the old school street followings, can the 39-year-old rap
pirsims
topics over and over. Another misstep is on "Off That," where the
legend keep up? In the past decade, Jay-Z has released a handful
popular Drake is featured on the hook, but not given an opportunity
of hit-and-miss records. This is how "The Blueprint 3" should be
to have his own verse.
treated in terms of Jay-Z's performance as he shines in certain
However, on "A Star is Born," another newcomer named J. Cole
songs and proves to be disappointing in others.
gets his shot and shows that he will be a force to be reckoned with
In the first two tracks "What We Talkin About" and "Thank
during the next couple of years, while Jay-Z gives props to his peers
You," Jay-Z lyrically explains what the main message of the
in hip-hop. Timbaland, a famous producer who has worked with Jayalbum is, being a grown successful man in the rap game and not
Z over the years, provides a strangely addictive beat on "Venus vs.
IFBilBEIfPtUEPMtlfTS
caring what others think.
Mars," where Jay-Z continues with his punchlines and metaphors.
The two following songs are the radio hits, "D.O.A. (Death
The next track is called "Already Home," and Kanye West shows
of Auto-Tune)" and "Run This Town." D.O.A. is produced by
that he was originally meant only to be a producer; he brings soulful
No I.D., who blesses Jay-Z with a creative, well-made beat which
production while Kid Cudi does the chorus justice. Jay-Z brings in
Jigga uses to dismantle every modern hip hop trend. "Run This
Contributed Photo Pharell of the Neptunes on "So Ambitious," and their chemistry over
Town" features Rihanna and Kanye West on another catchy beat. Jay-Z's new "Blueprint 3" is another hitthe years still exists here.
"The Blueprint 3" is full of guest appearances who give Jay-Z
Kanye lyrically outshines Jay-Z on the track and his motivation and-miss.
quality contributions, but Jay-Z himself provides nothing groundis showcased when working with the man who made him famous
on the first "Blueprint."
breaking, which is what should be expected of this rap legend. The album should not be
The next song, "Empire State of Mind," is a New York dedication in which guest called a failure, but Jay-Z could have made it more meaningful than it is.
BY ERIC BERNSEN

Patrick Swayze dies at 57 after long battle with cancer
BY MELISSA MANN

Contributed Photo

Swayze will be sorely
missed.

After battling pancreatic cancer for 20
months, actor Patrick Swayze died on Monday,
according to the New York Times.
Swayze became a household name after
1987's "Dirty Dancing," where he starred alongside actress Jennifer Gray. In it, Swayze played
a suave, bad-boy dancer who fell in love with
the daughter of a rich doctor. It was Swayze's
character who popularized the now famous line:
"Nobody puts Baby in a corner."
Shortly following "Dirty Dancing," Swayze
starred in the movie "Ghost," with Demi Moore
and Whoopi Goldberg, another huge hit that

guaranteed his spot at the top.
In his career, Swayze made classic films like
"Roadhouse," guest-starred on "Saturday Night
Live," and even performed in the London musical
"Guys and Dolls" in 2006.
Swayze was diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer in January 2008, but shocked everyone
when he planned to continue filming the series
"The Beast" on A&E. He managed to film one
season while undergoing treatment before he
succumbed to the cancer on Monday.
On Tuesday, the women of "The View" discussed Swayze's passing. This was significant not
only because Swayze worked directly and had
a strong relationship with Whoopi Goldberg, a

host, but also because Barbara Walters was the
last to interview Swayze, a year and half ago.
Many students feel saddened about Patrick
Swayze's passing, and the Facebook statuses
that littered everyone's news feed last night are
a testament to this fact.
"It's a tragedy that he passed away at such
a young age," said Rachel Feyre '10. "He'll be
missed."
Chris Staysniak '10 echoed Feyre's sentiments. "It was so sad. He's just ... he's just a
beautiful man and his passing was tragic."
Swayze will be remembered for his brilliant dance-acting and his strength as he battled
through his last year.
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<*»i have plans. Places you want to go. At Ernst & Young, we get that.
iidt's why we give you room to explore. Hands-on experience in assurance, tax,
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You're in charge of your career and where it's headed. And we can't wait to be part of it.
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FUSA PRESENTS CDMING EVENTS

SPORTS WEEKEND!

MAKE YOUR OWN PENNANT PROGRAM! - THURS., SEPT. 17
@ BCC LOWER LEVEL - 8:00PM
METS GAME V. NATIONALS AT ClTI FIELD ON FRL, SEPT. 18
BUSES LEAVE AT 3:30PM
BLUEFISH V. NEWARK BEARS WITH FIREWORKS AFTER GAME! - SAT SEPT. 19
BUSES LEAVE AT 6:00PM

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

- MEET THE CANDIDATES NIGHTS @ THE
BCC MAIN DINING ROOM - 5:30PM TO 7:30PM
SEPTEMBER 17TH - CLASS COUNCIL PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES @ THE BCC
LOWER LEVEL - 7:00PM
SEPTEMBER 22ND - ELECTION DAY @ BCC LOWER LEVEL - IOAM TO 7:30PM

SEPTEMBER 16TH

STUCK, QN CAMPUS WITH NO CAR?
TTJSAS GOT A RIDE FOR YOU!
REGISTER FOR THE CAR SHARING PROGRAM ON CAMPUS AT
WWW.CONNECBYTHERTZ.COM
HERTZ REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE IN THE BCC ON SEPT. 22 AND SEPT. 29
TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS!

TICKETS ON SALE

METS GAME V NATIONALS AT cm FIELD ON SEPT. 18 - ON SALE NOW!
BLUEFISH GAME WITH FIREWORKS ON SEPT. 19 - ON SALE NOW!
OPEN VISIONS: ARCHAEOLOGIST JEAN CLOTTES ON SEPT. 16 - ON SALE NOW!
PRESIDENTIAL BALL ON SEPT. 25 - TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY!
'MAMA MIA' ON BROADWAY ON SEPT. 24 - TICKETS AVAILABLE THURS. SEPT. 16

FUSA: THE OFFICIAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BY THE STUDENTS, FOR THE STUDENTS
Election Day 2009!
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22ND
POLLS OPEN IN THE LOWER LEVEL BCC - 10AM TO 7:30PM
ELECTION NIGHT PARTY AT THE LEVEE - 8PM TO 10PM
ELECTION RESULTS ANNOUNCED AT THE LEVEE - 10PM

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!

BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!

TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR EVENTS: VISIT THE BCC INFO DESK
FOR MORE INFORMATION: VISIT THE FUSA OFFICE AT THE LOWER LEVEL BCC OR LOG ONTO FAIRJEIELD.EDU/FUSA
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HE said / SHE said

Chris Surette

Allyson Wuensch

Drunk texting, dialing and Facebooking
As the summer nights come to
an end, and students begin settling in at Fairfield, the question
arises: which of the drunken holy trinity
of mistakes is worst: texting, dialing, or
facebooking.
I don't know what girls hate more:
waking up to a late night text full of gibberish or seeing Chris Simmons at The
Point in a Speedo.
There are few similarities all
Fairfield guys have in common. The
first: we are all young, dumb, and
full of (you know where I am going). The other is we all have
had our share of sloppy,
late night texts. Trust me,
as a chronic drunk texter,
(just ask A.T.), I'm here
to tell you it's not as bad
as waking up to a two after you thought she was an
eight with your goggles on
the night before.
But when the tides
turn, and that young fawn
sends you that text after 1 a.m., it only
means one thing: Yahtzee. Guys, it is easier
than fishing with dynamite. Basically her
text is, as Seth from 'Superbad' said it so
elegantly, "Mom's making a pubey salad
and I need some Seth's home dressing".
However, if all else fails, usually the
most devastating possibility can occur:

Drunk Facebooking. So in this instance,
after you couldn't seal the deal, you decide
to go back to your room and check out the
latest girl on girl action on Redtube.
But before you do this, you want
check out if anything new is going down
on the book. The first thing you come
across is that the cute blonde from your
math class posted a new album, and the
creeping begins. You see, the best
part about Facebook is you can creep
all you want without getting caught
(for the most part). But this time you
decide to post a comment on her
photo posted two years ago.
Not only does she see your
mistake, but her friends and
your friends do too. And to
make matters worst, your
buddy's mom, who you
friended two weeks ago as
a joke, goes on Facebook
the next morning to her news
feed saying your comment of
telling that girl her ass looked
great in that skirt.
At least when you drunk dial or
text her, her group of friends and family usually don't find out. That's why in
this drunken three sums of mistakes, the
drunken Facebook tops the list..
P.S. - Freshmen girls, do not listen to
any senior girls that peaked in high school,
you are more than welcome at the beach.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

I am an expert in this topic. I hit the jackpot
when my parents named me Allyson. As an
"A" name, I'm usually first in my friend's
phone books, and the first one to be bombarded
on a Friday or Saturday night.
There can be a few pros to the faux pas
that is drunk dialing/Facebooking. As seen
in the new "FML I just read my text from
last night" column, re-reading your inbox or
outbox from the night before is great for entertainment value. Some of the best inside
jokes I've had with my friends over the
past three years have come from quoting
ridiculous texts from nights out.
Although drunk texting can
occasionally lead to a hot romance, you should still by NO
means profess your love in a
drunken Facebook message.
You would never create an
event entitled "There's a party
in my pants and You're Invited"
and send it to your crush, so why
would you send them a message?
It's even worse than a text, since
your need of an expanded canvas
shows you just have just that many more feelings for a person who will probably read the
message soberly the next morning.
Old school drunk dialing is still the best
option for unloading your drunken baggage on
the often unexpecting dialee. Why? The Facebook minifeed is a broadcast tool that will not
let you forget about your mistake. Even with

drunk texting, texts can be shared with friends
all over campus.
The only record of a drunk dial will be a
side note in the received calls section of your
friend's phone. Although it's easier to retrace
your steps with Facebook, is it really worth it?
No, especially with the growing numbers of
post-25-year-olds on Facebook. Many of my
aunts, uncles, and co-workers are getting in
on the Web-based stalking. Do you really
want Father von Arx to read that you got
obliterated last night and are feigning
for the touch of some kid named Larry?
That will not go over well on the next
Loyola retreat.
While drunk Facebooking is lethal, I will never
understand productive 4 a.m.
Facebookers. I would like to
know how some manage to be
the paparazzi of the party, and instead of passing out, feel inspired to
post and tag those embarrassing pictures when they get back home. And if
you, like me, are the average college
student who upon awaking the next
morning first thinks "OW", followed by "food,"
Facebook could not be farther from your mind.
This can allow those horrendous pictures to be
floating on Facebook for a solid eight to twelve
hours before you even see them.
Technology and alcohol are never a
good combination. If you're going do it,
stick to dialing.
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PLUS $29.99 MONTHLY DUES
Excludes tax if any.

NO LONG-TERM
CONTRACT REQUIRED!
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BRISTOL

NEWINGT0N

ORANGE

(860) 516-4200

(860) 838-4239

(203) 795-3050

HAMDEN

N0RWALK

STAMFORD

(203) 287-9989

(203) 842-0012

(203)353-8810

SOUTH
WINDSOR
(860) 644-5552

Membership valid in club of enrollment only.
•Limited time offer. Must present valid Student I.D. to redeem offer. Offer based on the purchase of a new Easy
Start monthly dues membership with a one-time initiation fee of $49 and $29.99 monthly dues per person.
Must pay first and last months' dues plus the initiation fee to join. Monthly dues must be paid by one account
and deducted by automatic transfer from checking, savings, Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Discover
account. Redeemable by non-members only. Extra charge for some amenities. Photos depict a typical facility; some
locations may vary. Monthly dues membership may be canceled with written notice in accordance with the terms of
the membership agreement. Offer is not available in combination with other discounted rates. Advertised rate does not
include access to any LA Fitness Premier New York or Signature Clubs. Offer is not available at Signature Clubs. Call
club for details. Advertised rate may be subject to change. ©2009 LA Fitness International, LLC. All rights reserved.
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College Crossword
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by Joshua O'C onr iell

Tube time
ACROSS
1 popular shoe brand
5. not stand
8. board writing material
13. deep-sea fish
14. Price is Right prize
16. American Eagle lingerie brand
17. impossible to satisfy
19. one of Marge's sisters
20. NBC game show (4 wds.)
22. this town wasn't too fond of
witches
23. steal
24. New York airport ID
27. Shatner show (2 wds.)
32. tune in, turn on, drop out
35. alcoholic Japanese drink
36. fill with happiness
37. item
39. fees
42. sky flier
43. David Copperfield's specialty
45. popular sandwich cookie
47. actor Beafty
48. Fox jail drama
51. until now
52. Chinese Communist leader
53. led, as a king
58. breakout ABC show
62. Swiss Miss is famous for it
65. farm animals
66. Coca-Cola is one
67. love god
68. fencing sword type
69. twill fabric
70. shorter than ems
71. types of bread
DOWN
1. cancels
2. sleeping disorder
3. nosy, for instance
4. type of rock
5. mix in a pot
6. Iraq neighbor
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34. e.g., 0 or 1
38. poetic contraction
40. poetic before
41. if by this, it's two
44. Russian pal
46. edible pods, for instance
49. engineering group, for short
50. actress Lara Flynn
54. speak
55. roller coaster feature
56. host of an event
57. water barriers
58. '70s TV variety show
59. male parent of a horse
60. door-to-door "lady*
61. loch
62. network of show in clue 14Across
63. mine discovery
64. Accord, for instance
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com
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NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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7. Jackson family member
8. having the correct qualities
9. cure
10. Picasso outcome
11. illuminated
12. door opener
15. Napoleon Dynamite character
18. graves, for one
21. a long time
24. once more
25. Starbucks favorite
26. drain of liquid
28. clumsy person
29. winter activity, or the item used
for such an activity
30. the late Pavarottj was one
31. particular lodge member
32. some gravy, for better or
worse
33. type of drum
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targe Cheese Pizza, 10 Wtnga,
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2 Subs, 10 Wings, 2 20 oz Sodas

FML
Ijwtf: r&cul/ my
texts from last night
One week of Fairfield under our belts and
we have tons of humiliating stories to entertain
and delight the Fairfield population. I know
that as you are reading this, you are creepishly
scouting out who you hooked up with last night
while at Barone shoving tater tots down your
throat at a rapid rate to sop up the hangover.
But don't worry because if you are wearing a
baseball cap as advised by She Said, no one will
know who you are (from a distance at least).
Speaking of tots, here's some food for thought;
maybe, just maybe, the person next to you sent
in one of these little gems below.
*P.S. if anyone sent in anything regarding
midgets, jello wrestling, strippers or hallucinogens I have left them out due to fear of selfincrimination, my sincere apologies.

2. Apparently, Friday I was screaming that
my boss is a silver fox and I'd love to climb my
way up the ladder. A fellow intern heard me.
The office was pretty quite today, except for
the whispering when I walked past. FML
Well, in this economy ... just kidding. I
couldn't encourage that type of behavior it
totally goes against Cura Personalis.
3. Today I was discussing my hookup op-

1. "The guy I was just hooking up with got
a charlie horse and screamed for his roommate who ran in and stretched him out while
he was naked."
Yikes! Whoever this happened to must
have given this guy quite a work out. Nice

Career Corner

Panel:
"Graduate School in Mathematics??? What's this all about???"
September 22,2009
4:00 p.m.- 5:30p.m.

BNW254

Employer Application Deadlines:
9/15/09
9/30/09
10/1/09
10/1/09
10/1/09
10/1/09
10/1/09
10/1/09

Intern, Global Partnerships (Asia)
Product Pricing Development Program
Tax Summer Internship
Assurance SPA Summer Internship
Assurance SPA Associate
IAS Tax Associate
Core Assurance Associate
Core Assurance Internship

Be sure to visit Experience (eRecruiting) for details and updates
http://fairiield.experience.com

Resume Review at Jazzman's
September 9
September 10
September 15
September 16
September 17

11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.

Drop In Hours in the Career Planning Center
September 11
September 18
September 23

1:30 p.m.-4:00p.m.
1:30 p.m.-4:00p.m.
1:00 p.m.-4:00p.m.

Workshops
September 9
September 22

4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

Kelley Center
Pres. Room

Using the Experience Job Database September 10
September 15
September 16

4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

Career Planning
Career Planning
Career Planning

Fall Career Fair:
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
RecPlex
September 24
Bring
Plenty
of
Resumes!
Dress: Suits or Business Casual.
■ ....■. >■■■.. «.».■■......
■.
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Send your FMLs and
texts from last night
to mirrorfml@yahoo.com

FAIRFIELD texts from last night

Fairfield

Making the Most of the Career Fair

by Jettrvca/ P Cerc&

4. I finally hooked up with the girl I have
been interested in for months. After, I asked
her if we should exchange numbers. She said,
nah we won't remember this in the morning
anyway.
I think you've saved yourself a lot of trouble.
Who wants that awkward 'do I text so things
are friendly, but if I do will the other person
think I'm overly interested when I'm really
not?' Or 'am I interested and just convincing
myself I'm not because they might not be as
interested?' battle in your head for 15 minutes
until you do text and wish you never had.

1. After an intimate evening my boyfriend
jiggled my stomach and asked 7s there something we need to work on?' FML.
What a D-bag. This is why girls are becoming drunkorexics.

UNIVERSITY

Where The Mirror showcases Fair-field's
nightly shenanigans every week

tions with my very close friend.
I had told her that I thought
one guy was a very good option to pursue but he had slept
around a lot so I was having
doubts. She said, so have you
what's the
problem? FML
Hopefully, your close friends are the only
ones that know you are a little ho-bot. No
worries, juicy campus is gone so there isn't
a mass communication tool to make a blog
about you.

FAIRFIELD FML:

AmeriCares
Travelers
PricewaterhouseCoopers LIP
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COFFEE BREAK
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job. Maybe next time keep a bottle of Bengay
next to the bed ... just don't confuse it for KY
his and hers.
2. "Things were going great until he totally
bear-clawed me. Should I go to the health
center?"
— "That or animal control."
Poor girl.
3. "I'm laying low at the Grape tonight —
apparently I thought the bouncer was hot on
Saturday and I decided to let him know this
by running up and grabbing his junk. He had
to call in backup."
Maybe you won't need two forms of ID to
get in next time, unless there was a restraining
order issued.
4. "Come over. I just put Nutella in the mac
and cheese. We could live like kings."
Haha. I also have a fascination with putting
things in macaroni and cheese. The drunker the
creator is, the better it gets.
5. "Swimming in the sound naked. Here
is your chance to make your move and take
advantage of me while I'm drunk."
Ahhh! Sound naked? Way to take the bull
by the horns though.

SPORTS

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Fresh faces
BY KEITH CONNORS

There were flashes. There were
times when execution was perfect,
communication was crisp, and the
Stags looked every bit the same as
the team that came within minutes
of an appearance in the NCAA
Tournament last November.
Then, there were setbacks.
There were mental errors,
there were slips and missed slides,
and Fairfield looked every bit like
a team searching for its identity in
its 3-2 loss to Fordham, its eighth
consecutive loss and its first loss
at Alumni Hall since a 2007 loss
to Hofstra.
"We just have to get mentally
stronger," head coach Alija Pittenger said. "If we don't learn how
to do that, we're not going to get
much better," Pittenger added.
Despite the early-season growing pains and the piling losses, the
Stags have grown considerably
since the onset of the season. In particular, Pittenger has seen the rise
of a good supporting cast around
All-MAAC outside hitter Katie
Mann, the only returning senior,
and junior Lauren Hughes.
At the center of that progress
is this year's freshman class, which
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Amid nine straight losses, volleyball sees the rise of
key freshman contributors

already boasts three players in the
starting lineup.
"I think that the freshman have
done a pretty good job of picking up
what's going on," Pittenger said. "I
mean it is a difficult situation, (to)
come in and play right away, especially with the out-of-conference
schedule."
Of those freshman, Pittenger
pointed to the development of
freshman Kara Reis, who inherits
the libero position vacated by
Brandi Higa '09, formerly one of
team's best defensive players who
ranks sixth all-time in hits.
Despite the added pressure
of replacing a standout senior and
instant playing time, Reis has excelled thus far this season, totaling
over 140 digs.
"I think Kara has done a phenomenal job," Pittenger said of
Reis, who totaled 21 digs in Tuesday's match against Fordham. "She
definitely picked it up tonight."
Reis didn't hesitate when
asked of the reason for the smooth
transition.
" I think our coach picked those
tough (preseason) tournaments to
make us stronger and make us as
mentally tougher team," Reis said.
"I think that it helped.
"We were a little scared of

them at first, but then it makes you in kills (12) against Fordham. "She Championships because I think
tougher. Even if you lose, it is one definitely has this vibe on the court it'd really be a fun way to go out,"
of those tough losses that you deal where she has a lot of confidence Reis said.
with, you take it, and you work on and she helps everyone else out.
If all goes according to plan,
improving and just try to improve,"
"This year, with Katie being Reis, Dixion, and company may
she added.
the only senior this year, I person- help Mann get there after all.
Aside from Reis, freshmen ally want her to win the MAAC
Stephanie Cruz, the
Stags' first player from
the tri-state area since
Casey Machon '05, and
Briana Dixion have seen
meaningful minutes of
late. In fact, Dixion, one
of the team's outside
hitters, leads the team in
kills with 3.55 per game,
which ranks fifth among
league leaders in the
Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC).
"Briana was pretty
solid for us in the beginning of the year so we're
hoping that that continue," Pittenger said.
Still, Pittenger left
no doubt that the team's
success all leads to one
player.
"Katie (Mann) is
Katie; she's always been
great for us," Pittenger
Peter Caty/The Mirror
said of her senior cap- Senior Katie Mann and the Stags will contend for a MAAC Title, but have
tain, who led the team fallen on tough times early this year.

Women's Soccer downs Bryant in home opener
But after the third corner, Boudreau was unable to
make the save and the Bulldogs narrowed the deficit to
After a stretch of tough games to start the season, 2-1.
the women's soccer team has won two straight games,
"They shouldn't have scored on a third goal kick
including its home opener against Bryant, to improve to because Boudreau made an amazing save twice," said
O'Brien. "And giving up goals on restarts is all about
3-3 overall.
The Stags beat Hartford, 4-0, in a Thursday night heart. I'm not questioning our girls, but we need to stay
away game in which four different players scored and focused. That's just being a young team."
O'Brien gave credit to Bryant for keeping the game
senior Casey Frobey had two assists.
Four days later, Fairfield defeated Bryant, 3-1, behind close, but he wasn't pleased with some of the mental
two goals from sophomore Spencer Allaway.
mistakes that his team committed.
"We were offsides 12 times," he said. "Some of them
"I though we played really well. We made some
mistakes, but overall I thought we played well," said Al- were, I'll be diplomatic and say debatable, but even if six
laway. "Coach talked to us about it; we have to stay focus were debatable, that's six that we were off. We can't do
that."
for 90 minutes."
Junior Nicole Cavallaro had Byrant's goalie one-onThe shutout win earned sophomore goalie Kelly
Boudreau the MAAC Defensive Player of the Week one with a little over four minutes left. She made a move
award. She recorded two saves in her first shutout of the and scored, but the goal was waved off. No one seemed
sure whether a foul or a offsides was called.
season.
But sophomore Jasmin Corniel scored with five
Boudreau had to earn her win against Bryant as two
consecutive times in the second half; Boudreau leapt up seconds left to add the insurance goal to give the Stags
and punched the ball above the net, both times making an the 3-1 lead.
After losing three key seniors from last year, two
athletic play to barely prevent a goal.
of whom are now playing soccer
professionally in Europe, the Stags
are expected to have some growing
pains. But Fairfield does return a lot
of talent up front, most of whom are
very fast, albeit young.
"We're very fast up front and in
our midfield," said Frobey. "I think
we:can really put up some goals."
The two straight wins bring
Fairfield up to .500 for the season.
The Stags opened the season with
losses to No. 6 Boston College and
Seton Hall. They then beat San Jose
State and lost to San Francisco in
the USF odwalla Nike Classic.
"In our out of conference
games, we want to play against
the. best teams," said Frobey. "It
helps in the long run to play at the
highest pace and play with higher
pressure."
Peter Caty/Yhe
O'Brien said that his team's
Brianna Miller, Evan Murphy, and Nicole Cavallaro (right to left) observe
pregame warmups as the Stags prepare for Tuesday's game against Bryant record was not indicative of its play.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

He said that he went into those games playing to win. If
Fairfield had played defensively, the margins of defeat
would have been smaller, but the Stags approached the
games attempting to win.
"Our goal is to win the MAAC," said O'Brien. "It's
my fifth year here and every year we've been to at least
the conference semifinals. We expect to win our conference.
I challenge our team to play against teams that will
test them. Maybe we beat them. On a very good day we
might be able to. But I placed a challenge on them to gain
experience. I'm preparing a young team," O'Brien said.

Men's soccer picks up first
win, drops game to BC
BY TOM CLEARY

After dropping their first two games of the season
at home, the Stags men's soccer squad moved off to the
road to continue a grueling early season schedule.
With the loss of its starting goalkeeper and young
players across the field, Fairfield is still rounding into
form. But the Stags took a big step forward with their
first win of the season on Sunday af Albany, 2-1.
Fairfield senior forward Christian Uy struck first
with a goal in the 11th minute. The Stags held onto
that lead into halftime, despite being outshot 14-7 by
the Danes. Albany scored the game-tying goal in the
69th minute. As both teams locked down defensively,
the game headed into overtime,, where sophomore
Jack Burridge scored the game-winning goal in the
95th minute.,
Freshman goalkeeper Michael O'Keeffe was
named MAAC Rookie of the Week for his effort,
saving seven shots, while 24 were taken at him, but
did not reach the net.
The Stags then went into the tough task of facing
Boston. College in Chestnut Hill, Mass. and could not
come out with a win, falling 3-0 on Tuesday night.
The Stags return home for an important non-conference matchup against another Boston school, Harvard,
on Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.

What are you waiting for
From the Department of
Recreation and Intramurals

Fall Recreation @ Fairfield
Intramurals
Flag Football, Soccer, Volleyball, and Outdoor Field Hockey leagues.
Golf and Tennis Tournaments. Sign up at http://fairfield.edu/athletics/
Deadline: September 18th. Referees and scorekeepers needed!
Paid Position!
Email fairfield.inticimurals@gmail.com with any questions.
Fitness Classes
Beginning Pilates, Advanced Pilates, Mixed Pilates, Yoga Flow, Cardio
Fusion, Step Express, Rock Bottom, Cardio Plus, Boot Camp, Nautilus Circuit Class, Sculpt 'n Crunch, Abs & Sculpting, Belly Dancing
Registration currently open at the RecPlex.

Editors: Tom Geary, Keith Connors, Chris Simmons
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FANTASY FOOTBALL SLEEPERS FOR WEEK
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